
The Deadliest Cat in the world

By Travaughn
Scar - Face is a woman of power Without a doubt
She would tear any living thing soul masterly into pieces this blood tearing monster
would kill one anyone who dared to enter her labyrinth determined to finish anybody
that dares to even try your finished and lure them into her path and slices them into
oblivion Scar - Face is a character that you don't want to face because she is the
most the deadliest cat in the universe.

As daylight gets near, Scar - Face worries she decides to wait until the crown and all
of the other jewels are in store.

It’s one year later and the crown and the other jewels are back in store Scar - Face
plans to go at midnight with her henchmen Scar - Face goes to the jewellery store
but there is a code blocking there way to get in “ ugh this stupid code how are we
supposed to get in now” ! exclaimed Scar - Face
“ I can hack this code .‘ said the he
Scar-face Exclaimed , “ We must obtained all of the jewels to make a crown: an
emerald, garnet, aquamarine,diamond,amethyst,alexandra , pearl, ruby, peridot ,
spinel, sapphire , opal , tourmaline and even the blue zircon.’’

As the lasers were about to hit Scar-Face, he dodged it and managed to snatch a
handful of jewels - there was a ruby;pearl; peridot; topaz, blue zircon; spinel; opal;
tourmaline; alexandra and aquamarine. He needs just to get the diamond and crown,
the two hardest things.

As she approached the glistening diamond, before could even reach the jewel there
were five lasers (or even more} alarms that went off .she quickly grab the diamond
and the other jewels and left the store she made it to her lair and the assemble the
pieces and finally had her crown but before she put on the crown Dog - Man stopped
her and returned it to the jewellery store and Scar- Face got arrested the city is back
- justice was served by Mr Dog - Man .

The End


